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ANOTHER 1,500 TONS ON BERLIN

Our heavy bombers dropped over 1,500 tons of bombs on Berlin last night,

despite opposition at all stages of the attack from the night fighter squadrons

guarding the German capital. Although full reports are not yet to hand it is

known that our bombers destroyed three enemy fighters,

Even excluding the suburbs, the densely built up area of Berlin covers about

18,000 acres, and last night's attack was against new objectives in the city.

The weather during last night's operation dictated the necessity of a very early

attack. The first bombs fell a few minutes after eight o'clock, when there

was still a low moon.

It -was very clear above the clouds and there -was good visibility in the clear

patches of sky. At times our aircraft had to make their bombing runs across a huge

expanse of cloudless sky, with the city below and great banks of cloud all round*

This made an arena in which crews fought their way past many night fighters which

were patrolling the gaps. Lanes of fighter flares 'were dropped to mark the track

of the bombers, and at one point there -was a brilliant junction of light -where two

long flare paths met at right angles.

"Fighter flares were dropped all over the target area," said F/o J.A. Cameron,

a Lancaster pilot from Melbourne. "For 50 miles the Germans were dropping the

flares to catch us, and the way to Berlin was .brightly lit up in a straight line

in front of us.".

With a strong wind and clouds drifting fast, the character of the battle

altered rapidly. Some crews reported bombing through 10/l0ths cloud, as in the

early attacks on Berlin last month. The only fixed point, throughout their attack

was made by the Pathfinder flares and markers* Whatever the condition of the sky

these gave a steady point of aim for the bombers.

Another pilot in a vivid description of his impressions said:- "A great cloud

formed a kind of boundary line above the centre of the target. One side of the

line was fairly thick cloud up to 8,000 ft., while on the other side were scattered

clouds and areas which clear. It looked just like a huge lump of

cheese cut by a sharp knife, with half of "it removed* The huge formation was

shifting quickly in the wind."

/The



The attack was made by a great force of Lancasters and by a smaller number of

Halifaxes. Crews had the satisfaction not only of knowing that they had struck

another great blow at- the German capital, but also, of seeing the-fires which formed

around the target indicators. .Towards the end of the attack, masses of smoke

wore rising tc a height of .several miles. mosquitos went, in to bomb and recon-

noitred the city scoc time after the -attack was over. Oleum had again formed

over the city, but the-Hocquite crews saw the glow of fires., and-reported that the

smoke was still rising thick among the clouds. The fires could still be seen

when the main force was 200 miles on the way home. Reconnaissance pilots, circling

after bombing, but while the attack was in progress, reported that the main con-

centraiions of fire were-in the area of objectives in ther south-east of the city.

Large^numbers of light anti-aircraft guns were used, in an attempt to shoot

down-the Pathfinder flares as they foil. Higher still, thero was a great deal of

heavy flak, but some; crews considered that, probably because many German fighters

were over the city, it was less violent then during the last two attacks. The

searchlights had to- vary their tactics owing to tho constant changes of weather.

Sometimes they lit up the clouds in an attempt to silhouette the bombers and so

guide the fighters*. At other times they made large cones where the sky was clear*

The enemy night fighter patrols were continually reinforced as the attack progressed,

and many more flares were seen towards the end of the bombing*

A Lancaster pilot said:- "Yfc saw fighter flares dropped close to a bomber

ana it was then attacked* A fighter passed very close to us, with a light in its

nose, hut did not attack us*"

One Lancaster crew saw four Messerschmitt 110 s flying close at hand, hut only

one of them attacked* The rear gunner fired hack and saw . the enemyf s starboard

engine catch fire. The fighter went down in a steep dive. .another bomber was

attacked with great persistence "by a Messersohnitt, and though the fight went on

for eight minutes the enemy was driven' off.
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